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A journey through the Hymns of Poetry 

by Ms. RUNA BANDYOPADHYAY 

Abstract: 

Here is my journey through the Hymns of Poetry, a collection of Bengali poetry by Barin 

Ghosal, who likes to introduce himself as a villain of the poetry world. When the words of his 

war-weapon explode on my book-yard, I keep my mirror in parallel to the Hymns of Poetry. 

There may be some artifice in the level of mercury. I don’t keep the account. I always find a 

commanding voice in minute accounting. When the mirror becomes aquatic, it coats the 

whole body with transparency. If the words become definite, I start searching for the source 

of all the words. In the loss of war-horizon, conflict starts in all the compounded words. 

Thirst has been kept in speechless Ashvini's
1
 gospel. Love of water. Ammunition becomes 

Albatross. The expansion of deer is in the vacillation of unknown eyes. It’s unseen, un-

embodied. If you keep the subject in interior, you can think of an expansion. The mirror 

wants to show as much as possible without mercury. Some hymns piled up in the exterior of 

object, in the interior of its reflection. Sitting between the lines, I start conversation with 

them.  

 

Kobita Chalisa (Hymns of Poetry) by Barin Ghosal 

                                                             
1
Ashvini -The Horse shaped wife of the Sun God, according to Hindu mythology. It’s also the name of the first 

of the 27 stars according to Hindu astronomy. 
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A Review of Kobita Chalisa
2
 (Hymns of Poetry) by Barin Ghosal

3
 

 

Once the flesh and bone of the poetry-animal becomes river, the mantra-words float over the 

water. In the deduction of glory from mantra, the silent bridge of counsel sits on the words. I 

spread a marine map between the longing and receiving. Longitude and latitude looks at their 

faces by reversing themselves. The poet opens the skin of the words and puts them to 

sunshine. Limitless light when the colour-illusive windows become naked. In the rippling of 

light I become colour blind in my own ways. When the lightning from your pheromone 

flashes, I start walking to pick up the secret sunshine from your book-yard. Water-sign of 

Sulota
4
and Manorama

5
dazzles. I don’t understand what the torn sound of tear-glands of the 

riverside people is talking about. Keeping down the burden of understanding, I sit down in 

the courtyard of words. The music of the Junggaan
6
 played around. The confused feather 

                                                             
2
 Kobita Chalisa (Hymns of poetry) – A collection of Bengali poetry by Barin Ghosal, published by Kaurab 

Publication, Kolkata, India in 2009. 

3
 Barin Ghosal (4

th
 Dec 1944 – 28

th
 Oct 2017) – Barin Ghosal, an introducer of new literary theory - Expansive 

Consciousness - that provides a novel semantic-semiotic analysis of poetic language and thought in early 90’s. 

About this theory his famous collection of essays, Otichetonar Kotha (Tale of Expansive Consciousness) 

published in 1996 won him critical acclaim. He was a co-editor and a pivotal member of the Kaurab group. 

Kaurab is a Bengali language literary magazine representing innovative, alternative, non-mainstream and 

experimental genres of Indian literature with an emphasis on poetry and poetics. Barin Ghosal was one of the 

most innovative anti-mainstream writers of his generation, focussed on alternative literary pursuits and 

experimented on contemporary poetic language. He had been felicitated by several Bengali literary 

organizations. His first poetry book Sukher kalakram o Sommujwal Dukkha (Chronology of Joy and Bright 

Sorrow) published in the year of 1973. After that he authored several poetry-books, Maayaabee Simoom 

(Enigmatic Simoom) in 1985, Hashish Taranee (Hashish Boat) in 1992, Guinea-pig, ekti tathyachitra (Guinea-

pig, A Documentary) in 1995, Mukhasta Daalim (Verbalized Dalim) in 2000, E Lulu (Hey Lulu) in 2006, 

Borkhaland theke (From BorkhaLand) in 2011 to name a few amongst them. His book-length poem Satkar 

(Cremation) is a rare feat in Bengali poetry. Barin Ghosal also authored three famous novels, MaTaam 

(Tiltmeter) in 1989, Ek Bharatio Sheeth (An Indian Winter) in 1994 and Udom Danga (Naked Land) in 1996, 

where he has rigorously experimented with the structure of the modern Bengali novel. He had also authored a 

collection of short stories, Jindabad Khalko O onanyo Golpo (Long Live Khalko and Other Stories) in 2017. Barin 

Ghosal also authored two numbers of collections of review series Amar Somoyer Kobita (Poetry of my 

generation) in 1996 and 2016 with an explorer’s reviews on contemporary poetry. 

4
Sulota  - Name of an Indian lady, a favourite character used by Barin Ghosal in his poetry. 

5
Manorama - Name of an Indian lady, a favourite character used by Barin Ghosal in his poetry. 

6
Junggaan– Song of Jungle, Jung(word made from Jungle), gaan (song). 
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flies away through the path of silent tune. My eyes become naked by shedding eyelashes to 

see the secret flash. Keeping the face on the back of the open thought, I search for shadow of 

the face. Search is a surprising marine path. The spattered water path on the back of the 

navigator separates water from the path. The path doesn’t write any deer's footsteps. Yet the 

crystal-clear reflection in water is gathering the applied lightning in the brain. When the 

unpaired charged particles spin around themselves, that man pronounces, 

 

When the electricity tried to rise, it fell on the feet 

Opened petticoat is giving its consent 

Thought didn’t reach to the brain 

This static charge, static human hair 

Nothing lost in this sky, breathing space 

All the clouds remained in the eyes    

[“Software of Love Tune”, P-14] 

 

Who’s that man? Yes, he’s that villain of the Bengali poetry world who utters the mantra of 

liberation of poetry. Everyone knows about his identity. Let it go at that. Rather, we could 

revisit to that person's eight round programs of poetry writing, 

1. I’ve come out of the analogy, not using the ‘like’ word. 

2. If any image appears, I tear it; knowingly I don’t want any image.  

3. I exclude the most used words. Again knowingly. 

4. New subject to catch. 

5. We have to forget all pronouns like we, ours, you, yours.  

6. Deduct the symbol if you recognize it, cross it to make blank. Rather beprotik
7
. 

7. No drama. 

8. Omit all the context of places you lived or visited.  

[“Khalasitola” P-154]
8
 

                                                             
7
Beprotik – Opposite to symbol, Be (denoting opposition) Protik (symbol). 

8
Khalasitola – Memories of Khalasitola in Kolkata, edited by BarinGhosal and published by Kaurab in 2011. It 

was the name of a bar in Kolkata, which became the centre of literary discussion of famous litterateur of 1960 

to 1980. 
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Everything has been omitted. Then what remains? Is it possible to make the poetry with the 

few remaining? Yes, that person could do it. And sitting on the shore of his ability we listen 

to the Hymns of poetry, 

 

I read the Hymns of poetry again and again in every dawn 

From the moonlit web I bring down the aqueduct of electricity  

Every Sulota of triangle floats inside the softness of torn cover 

Sitting silently to listen to the words of Soft tiger 

words of local God 

the fun of calling sunflower as child-face  [“Hymns of Poetry-1”, P-11] 

 

The ninth moon is on the back of the poetry. By opening the interior of its canopy, 

I’m sitting in the side from which the wind flows. The deposited sorrow of breathing at the 

feet of well-shaped windmill is moving far away. All our artistry is during the exchange of 

dive and diver on the sun-shined pages. Sign of churning weep. All the receding is by 

measuring your distance from the sign. Actually, distance is a border-crossing horizon. 

There’s no nameplate, no advertisement, no platform. Yet there’s a silent focal point; where 

the boy dot com walks down. As a result, those receding touch the Infinity. The hint 

overflows by keeping the fingers on the navel-root of touching sign, 

 

We wanted to spend the non-boyhood holiday far away 

If you don’t cry, how to understand your suffering 

Whose image has been lost? 

Who has turned back from dream advertisement? [“Boy dot Com”, P-20] 

 

Poet has no deafness. Therefore, the hearing of eyes is in the mirror, placed in front of 

the Hymns of poetry. It’s a wonder of word’s construction. The illusive skin is on the 

background story of fogging. The skin-mark called infinity by touching the illusion of deer. I 

placed the love of reminiscence on that. The nocturnal tune is dripping from the honey-

mistake of Sulota. A row of events inside the tune is carrying the cheer sign. Port-crafted 

river path doesn’t end here. It starts in the field of word-rehearsal of Ayei
9
. All these fields are 

the story of erosions. It just flows through the secret wave, but doesn’t know where to go. 

                                                             
9
Ayei – expressing a vocative sound to call. 
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Ekasya Madeshiya
10

 is blossoming there. The leader of the villain group also starts to 

distribute weep. The light flashes in the heart of the out-of-heart, oh interior! Oh exterior! 

The teardrops of endangered Rudaali
11

 become delirium under social status. Inside the slow 

sound of aalaap
12

 the harmonics of memory-route is looking for rapid rhythm to accompany. 

The grey cell’s horse is being separated in the nose-ringed second bracket of Sulota, 

 

I squeeze the sweet illusion of Sulota everyday 

However remains a lot 

all the events in desolate and expansive field 

Steppe steppe 

The step dance of earlier erroneous thought, go-as-you-like 

Whether shall I seduce a girl or water of jhum-farming
13

 

Like the white-feeling after tattering 

Not able to remember ice 

beer chilled Ayei 

Ice has been just taken from the story 

Ghurghurnao
14

 inn in the open-winged path 

The lonely sleeper of the mountain 

You could stay or wear but sleep surely [“Don’t Forget Honey”-P-65] 

 

There’s a serial spate on the surprised handle of subject-less poetry. Existence gazes 

with monochrome wonder. When you say goodbye to the existence and non-existence of 

speech and story, the mystery of broken chrome generates wave with a call of ‘deer, deer’. 

Particles get scattered to the defendant’s address. Poet doesn’t get influenced by the glamour 

                                                             
10

EkasyaMadeshiya– A lonely native. Ekasya - a new word made from Eka (meaning lonely). Madeshiya – 

Regional word used for a native of North Bengal, India. 

11
Rudaali - Female weeper. There’s a custom in Rajasthan, India, where women of a lower caste are hired 

as professional mourners upon the death of upper-caste males. These women are referred to as a 

Rudaali. Their job is to publicly express grief of family members who’re not permitted to display emotion due 

to social status. 

12
Aalaap– the introductory playing of a tune in detail, which is conventional in Indian classical music. 

13
Jhum-farming – a kind of rice farming in the steps of hill. 

14
Ghurghurnao – a circuitous road to reach the hilltop. It’s a new word made by the poet from the word Ghur 

(an act of revolving) Ghurano (to revolve). 
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of well-known climbing. Therefore, the navel of unsuccessful mass sits on the weightless 

fingers. Yet Brahma Kamal
15

blossomed. A shower of youth is humming around Kamal
16

. If 

the legible cycles of puberty sow the seeds, all the days brighten, all the days dazzle. Phoenix 

bird of fairyland flashes. The inhabitable door opens up fully in the flashing light. The 

footprints blossomed on the affectionate eyes of the inhabitant. Light puts its sign on their 

able-disabled plays. Crossing the border of word a pleasure broke out. The young waves 

inside the light remove feathers from the wings of dead-word birds and decorate itself as 

unknown tourist of the surprised post office. Home-crossing word-magic inside the post is 

finding its own root map, 

 

Action action 

A bunch of youth 

In this other flashing 

the door doesn’t open without weeping 

You came near to my heart with able-disable play 

Searched with me inside balloon and balloon 

Wave pressure 

word limit of breaking      [“Amazing Ointment”, P-113] 

 

The immaculate words become naked by opening the coloured lids. The sign of 

destiny, kept in the fold of cerebrum, wipes out all the elegance of decorated symbols with 

the hints of transformation. Only the love remains symbol-less. I stand with the exclamation 

mark of the letter-graph to see how people are giving birth to butterfly babies nowadays. The 

thigh-desires from subtractive vagina are flying with asceticism and butterflies are asking for 

colours. Eyes are breaking into pieces inside the colours. Breaking the horizon, they rehearse 

the play of destiny with crystal-clear moon-sign. Newborn words dazzle in the melancholic 

honey and crystal returning. The grownup river surges on the overflowing brim of words. Just 

behind it, 

 

                                                             
15

BrahmaKamal – It’s a name of a Himalayan flower in Lotus group. Brahma (God) Kamal (Lotus). 

16
Kamal – Literary meaning is Lotus. The Poet used the name of a famous Bengali poet and writer of Kaurab 

group in India. 
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Exactly like Riya’s
17

butterfly 

That’s why the sunshine flows silently 

notation gets cancelled 

The midnight torch caught the grasshopper-tree [“Butterfly”,P-79] 

 

The word, trekking excites itself. It’s a passion with mountain. Rubbing my lips on 

the ventilation-less leisure hill, I’ve seen the shore-broken sounds of ascertained silence. 

They search the different path by jumping and rolling. I start constructing words with the 

shadow-symphony of five primary elements- 

 

- Nursery of dancing room on the Earth 

- Bi-format war-trumpet in the Air 

- Our young men and women in the Light 

- Dancing in the illusive sunshine by rubbing lips on the sleeve of the Fire  

- Crafted lines of palm with letter-identifier of the Water 

 

Trekking aalaap rings on the word-burnt finger. If I touch sanchari
18

, the compass in 

the weather station becomes random. There’s the forecast of the storm and call of the falling 

leaves. Another call is inside the call. Words are listening to the sound of freedom. 

Tumultuous disaster rolls on the letters. It’s a disintegration. Call of Duryadhana
19

 to return 

to signifier. Signified is an execution of engineering. In the measure of chaos as much as 

sign. The reality changes its place with unreality. With the beauty of bone, metaphor of 

skeleton and the structure of image-immersion it moves to different subject. Removing the 

black veil of sub-consciousness the expanded dawn is coming down- 

 

Our trekking starts with the rucksack sewing 

Taking care of poking of angle-tangle 

Swarming feet is gearing 

in the concept of wall alongside the body  [“Trekking Word-3”, P-76] 

 

                                                             
17

Riya – Name of an Indian Lady used by the poet. 

18
Sanchari – It’s a Bengali word for the third line or step of any of the Indian musical mode. 

19
Duryadhana –The villain character of ancient Indian epic Mahabharata.  
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I could visualize Sikkim by touching your trek for Poetry. There’s sweet cooing of 

cuckoo in the days of May. My mirror-lost eyes are looking for scenery. However, there’s no 

scenery in the poetry writing program. Therefore, it’s appearing and fading secretly and 

expectation-fire of deer-dance is spreading in the hilly vein. Removing the darkness from the 

body of the plane-land living, the light pieces are scattering with a murmuring sound. The 

light is an obsessed abode of mystery. Suppose there’s a fountain of light in front of me. Also 

at the backside of me a hint of light, that touches the horizon. Yet a negative map is still 

standing inside me. This may happen, if the circulation of sunlit particles in my brain is not 

lovelorn of light. 

 

Actually light doesn’t create scenery anywhere. We weave the reflected design within 

our brain. It’s a story of thousand eyes. The bracket of living gets involved in the wave-

message. Breaking the bracket and crossing the fence of dictionary, when the bet-lost people 

starts dancing in the Sikkimidini
20

 festival of instrument player, then I could see a bright 

bunch of pigeon is flying by opening the rucksack. A feather wrapper on my back starts 

murmuring. The cold consciousness warms itself by opening the incoherent door. Whether 

the Kanchan
21

 is opening its shank or not, whether the rhythm of ray on the leaves ring or 

not, I start accounting. Because old postcards, related to life has been cancelled due to 

incorrect stamps. A new letter has been submitted to the poet's surprised post-office. In the 

excitation of discovery the lateritic-sound buzz in the brain – 

 

One day the hill entered into my interior 

One day I entered into pencil Pane of the mountain  

I filled water in the flower-vase with secret pain  

In the ebony of white leaf, the coloured four-letter rebuke is hesitating  

[“Sikkimidini-6”, P-62] 

 

Wild ducks are flying in the windows of Hymns of poetry. There’s an elusive braiding 

of naked bath-scene on their grey wings. The opened-chord measure is playing chess in the 

                                                             
20

Sikkimidini – Earth Sikkimized, a new word made by the poet. 

21
Kanchan – Literally meaning is Gold. Used by the poet as part of the name of the famous Himalayan peak 

Kanchanjongha. 
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cornice of the sky. If the two and a half step touches colour, Hismonium
22

 plays the twang. I 

get my own poem from the sound of Om. The interior of Hymns of poetry starts creating the 

space for me where I sit to reconstruct my own poems in an internalized language
23

, 

 

The old harmonium suddenly becomes harmonic with rain water 

The newly grown leaves around it  

are rejecting the damp past habitation  

in simple harmonic motion 

I’m keeping my fondled finger on the harmonium 

There is no reed 

Digging gives a shape of ribs 

affected with wood mite 

Fungus in nails 

Leaves agenetic seed on the Hismonium 

 

So far, the object is also going towards retention 

1
st
 is gender 

2
nd

is interior 

3
rd

 is syntax 

I open the inner garments of composed inflection 

I roll out the secured grain-picking bird from my palm 

 

Word is ringing from bellows 

Inside the word 

Hing
24

 

                                                             
22

Hismonium – It’s a transformed word from Harmonium, new word made by the poet. 

23
Internalized language– It’s a language of my review style of a poetry book. When I read a poetry book, if the 

poem triggers me, if I can assimilate the original poems in my own way of realization, then I can construct my 

own poem. It’s not like the conventional way of reviewing a book. It’s not the dissection of poet’s writing 

process. In this process, deconstruction comes into play first. Then I spread the assimilated feelings in a 

continuum of my own way of life and construct the essay or my own poem with an internalized language. This 

process demands a lot of space in the original poem of the poetry book. Sitting in this space, I start implanting 

words in my moments; the moment, which is the indistinct whistle of nocturnal language; the moment, which 

is the reflected light of the lost dew; the moment, which is the unheard music of silent tears.  
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Ting 

Chot 

nonsensical 

predominant carol 

I haven’t seen any notation in Muniya
25

 

There’s a vowel 

the meaning is in dictionary 

if played correctly 

the suite 

the reception 

the fifth edition disappeared from Santiniketani
26

 bag 

 

So I’m constructing a dais 

Each corner will be decorated with skull 

taken from the human skeleton 

Your eyes are inside the skull 

Tale of eyes with empty skull 

Fairy-tale 

I’m digging an old grave to exchange with microphone 

Communication with the pipe of bones 

 

Is it becoming humanoid?  

Somewhat physical odour! 

A little deodorant or resin 

I haven’t thought of 

Some formulas some rules stepped in uncertainty principle  

before going to serve for war 

The definitive moment spills out 

                                                                                                                                                                                              
24

Hing-Ting-Chot – meaningless gibberish resembling Sanskrit words in sound. 

25
Muniya – Name of a small colourful Indian bird. 

26
Santiniketani – The things made in Shantiniketan, a place in West Bengal, India, where the Nobel laureate 

poet Rabindranath Tagore constructed the famous schooling system, presently named as Viswabharati 

University.  
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with the correct measure of Zakir Hussain’s
27

 tehai
28

. 

 

Give me a peg of moment please 

I shall make history in watercolour 

Layers of algae on water 

With the questions related to fineness of brush 

the cosmetic branches search for the deer 

in the principle of conservation of mass 

In fact, memories are also imaginary 

by stirring the moments 

The moment with torn anchor is growing pearl 

paints the waterfall on the wet body of the shell 

The rules of uncertainty principle 

has been written in their definite sleep 

 

When I placed the ornamental lunar mark 

on the forehead of the principle-master 

a moonlit bridge came down 

Just when the gravity scattered at sixes and sevens 

I was upbeat in carol 

 

The moon is drooping into a praising prologue 

Rolling river from the hiccup of moonshine-drinking bird 

The sunny night wraps with algae in aquatic raga 

I haven’t seen firefly’s dead body 

When bridge and moving moonshine called sacrifice 

I opened from my ring finger 

all topaj
29

 get infused in the tup
30

 sound 

                                                             
27

Zakir Hussain – Name of a famous Indian musician, playing Tabla, a kind of tabor played as musical 

accompaniment. 

28
Tehai – It’s a system of striking a musical instrument of percussion thrice consecutively. 

29
Topaj – Name of a company making Razor’s blade. 

30
tup – Expressing the sound of falling of a drop of liquid. 
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The communication bridge torn off carefully 

Opening the chemistry of water-immersed dower 

headless fireflies starts dancing with uplifted arms 

 

When the dance drama became harmonical 

metamorphosis overflows from secret blood stream 

Recognizable finger 

Concrete notation 

From the surrender-less luxurious expansion 

the storm extends up to Barin 

Wiping out seven musical notations 

embrace the uncertain finger 

with Gandhar
31

 and Dhoibat
32

 

The dead soldiers are awakening from the fire 

of a row of funeral pyre in the Kuruskshetra
33

 

 

Drops of antara
34

 from metamorphosis is creating 

this period 

this living 

The secret life cycle inside the frog’s womb 

weaves navel inside innumerable coil’s loops 

As much as living in this navigability 

I construct the sound with the colloidal mixture of that 

The poetry living in the sermon 

flowing from the vocal cords 

When the truth becomes axiomatic, you could see 

how all the soundlessness is going  

towards the obsession of impermanent obstacles  

                                                             
31

Gandhar – The third note in the natural scale in Indian classical music. 

32
Dhoibat – The sixth note in the natural scale in Indian classical music. 

33
Kuruskshetra- The name of the place in the Indian epic Mahabharata, where the Great Dharma War took 

place.    

34
Antara - Bengali word for the intermediate part between the refrain and final development of the music of a 

song. 
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----------------------- 

Note: All the used poems of the Hymns of Poetry has been translated by me. This review of this book was 

originally written in Bengali, an Indian language. The Bengali version has been published in my review 

anthology, Antarborti Pongti (Between the Lines) published by Kaurab publication in 2012. Here I’m 

presenting the translated version of it.    


